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Abstract

We give a 7.18-approximation algorithm for the minimum latency problem that uses only
O(n logn) calls to the prize-collecting Steiner tree (PCST) subroutine of Goemans and Williamson.
This improves the previous best algorithms in both performance guarantee and running time.
A previous algorithm of Goemans and Kleinberg for the minimum latency problem requires an
approximation algorithm for the k-MST problem which is called as a black box for each value
of k. Their algorithm can achieve a performance guarantee of 10.77 while making O(n2 logn)
PCST calls (via a k-MST algorithm of Garg), or a performance guarantee of 7.18+ε while using
nO(1/ε) PCST calls (via a k-MST algorithm of Arora and Karakostas). In all cases, the running
time is dominated by the PCST calls. Since the PCST subroutine can be implemented to run
in O(n2) time, the overall running time of our algorithm is O(n3 logn).

The basic idea for our improvement is that we do not treat the k-MST algorithm as a
black box. This allows us to take advantage of some special situations in which the PCST
subroutine delivers a k-MST with a performance guarantee of 2. We are able to obtain the
same approximation ratio that would be given by Goemans and Kleinberg if we had access to
2-approximate k-MST’s for all values of k, even though we have them only for some values of k
that we are not able to specify in advance.

1 Introduction

Given a metric space with n nodes and a tour starting at some node and visiting all of the others,
the latency of node v is defined to be the total distance traveled before reaching v. The minimum

latency problem (MLP) asks for a tour starting at a specified root r and visiting all nodes, such that
the total latency is minimized. This problem is sometimes called the traveling repairman problem
or the delivery man problem, and has been well studied in both the computer science and operations

research literature. The MLP models routing problems in which one wants to minimize the average
time each customer (node) has to wait before being served (visited), rather than the total time to

visit all nodes, as in the case of the famous traveling salesman problem (TSP). In this sense, the
MLP takes a customer-oriented view, whereas the TSP is server-oriented.

Koutsoupias et al. [21] and Ausiello et al. [7] motivate the MLP in terms of searching a graph
(such as the web) to find a hidden treasure. If the treasure is equally likely to reside at any node

of the graph, then the optimal MLP tour minimizes the expected time to find it.
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The MLP was shown to be NP-hard for general metric spaces by Sahni and Gonzalez [27].

It is also Max-SNP hard, by a reduction from TSP(1,2) (the traveling salesman problem with
all distances 1 or 2) [25, 10]. Therefore, there is no polynomial-time approximation scheme for

the MLP on general metric spaces unless P = NP . Recently, Sitters [29] showed the problem is
NP-hard even for weighted trees. On the positive side, Arora and Karakostas gave quasipolynomial-

time approximation schemes for the MLP on weighted trees and constant dimensional Euclidean
spaces [4]. Blum et al. [10] gave the first constant factor approximation algorithm for general metric
spaces, which was later improved by Goemans and Kleinberg [19]. We elaborate on these below.

Recently, Fakcharoenphol et al. [12] gave a constant factor approximation algorithm for the variant
where there are k repairmen who must collectively visit all the nodes.

Much work has focused on exact (exponential time) solution approaches to the MLP [28, 14,
9, 23, 35], and on the more general time-dependent traveling salesman problem (TDTSP) [32, 26].

In the TDTSP, the distance between the ith and (i + 1)st nodes in the traveling salesman tour
is multiplied by some weight w(i) in the objective function. The ordinary TSP is the case where

all w(i) = 1; the MLP is the case where w(i) = n − i. The time-dependent orienteering problem
(considered in [15]) is dual to the TDTSP – the salesman aims to maximize the number of nodes

visited before a given deadline, given that travel times vary as in the TDTSP. Various heuristics
for the MLP are evaluated in [31, 33], while [2] analyzes a stochastic version of the problem. In the
online variant [13, 22], new nodes appear in the graph as the repairman is traveling. Many authors

have considered special cases of the MLP, where the metric is given by an underlying network with
some special structure [1, 24, 8, 30, 34].

Because the MLP is NP-hard, we shall consider approximation algorithms for the problem. An
α-approximation algorithm produces solutions with total latency no more than α times the total

latency of a minimum latency tour. The value of α is called the performance guarantee of the
algorithm.

The first approximation algorithm for the problem was given by Blum et al. [10], who achieve
a performance guarantee of 72. They also showed how to use a β-approximation algorithm for

the rooted k-minimum spanning tree (k-MST) problem as a black box, and convert it into an 8β-
approximation algorithm for the MLP. In the k-MST problem, we are given a graph with costs on
the edges, and must find the minimum-cost tree spanning at least k nodes. In the rooted version,

the tree must contain some specified root r. The connection between the k-MST problem and the
MLP is that the cost of the optimal k-MST rooted at r is a lower bound on the latency of the kth

node visited by the optimal MLP tour. Goemans and Kleinberg (GK) [19] subsequently improved
the performance guarantee of the algorithm of Blum et al. to 3.59β. The best approximation

algorithms now known for the rooted k-MST problem are a (2 + ε)-approximation by Arora and
Karakostas (AK) [5], and a 3-approximation by Garg [17], yielding MLP guarantees of 7.18+ ε and

10.77, respectively.1

In this paper we further explore the connection between the MLP and rooted k-MST problem.

We obtain a performance guarantee of 7.18, slightly improving the previous best of 7.18 + ε.2

Moreover, our algorithm also has a running time that is better than the running time of the GK
algorithm using either AK or Garg. In each of these algorithms, the running time is dominated by

subroutine calls to an algorithm of Goemans and Williamson for the prize-collecting Steiner tree
(PCST) problem [20]. The GK algorithm using Garg as a subroutine requires O(n2 logn) PCST

1Arya and Ramesh [6] gave a 2.5-approximation algorithm and Garg [18] announced a 2-approximation algorithm
for the unrooted version of the k-MST problem, but these cannot be used in the MLP algorithms.

2An earlier version of this paper [3] had the same algorithm, but an analysis with a performance guarantee of 9.28.
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calls, and using AK it requires nO( 1
ε
) calls. Our algorithm requires only O(n logn) PCST calls.

Goemans and Williamson showed how to implement their PCST algorithm in O(n2 logn) time.
A recent result of Gabow and Pettie [16] improves this to O(n2). Thus, our algorithm runs in time
O(n3 logn) overall.

The main idea in achieving our result is that we do not treat the k-MST algorithm as a black
box. It is easy to show that the PCST algorithm returns k-MSTs of cost no more than twice optimal

for some values of k that cannot be specified in advance [11]. We call a k-MST with cost no more
than α times the optimal k-MST an α-approximate k-MST. If we had 2-approximate k-MST’s for

all k = 2, . . . , n, then we could run the GK algorithm, which uses the costs of the trees to select
some subset of them to concatenate into an MLP tour. Our trick is to successfully bluff the GK

algorithm. We pretend to have trees of all sizes by interpolating the costs of the trees we do have
to fill in the tree costs for the missing values of k. We refer to these as phantom trees. We then

prove that if the GK algorithm were to be run with both the real and phantom trees, it would
never choose any of the phantom trees to concatenate, so it never calls our bluff. For the analysis

to go through, we must also carefully extend our k-MST lower bounds to the phantom values of
k. To do this, we utilize the fact that the PCST problem is a Lagrangean relaxation of the k-MST
problem, as observed in [11].

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review the main ideas of previous approx-
imation algorithms for the MLP. In Section 3, we give our algorithm, assuming a certain kind of

k-MST algorithm. Section 4 analyzes the performance guarantee of the algorithm, and in Section
5 we give the k-MST algorithm that we need. We conclude in Section 6 with some thoughts about

approaches for further improvements.

2 Intuition and overview

We now describe the basic ideas behind the Blum et al. [10] and GK [19] algorithms, and how our

approach departs from them. Both analyses use the cost of the optimal k-MST as a lower bound
for the latency of the kth node visited in the optimal MLP tour, and both algorithms start with

β-approximate solutions to the k-MST problem rooted at r, for k = 2, 3, . . . , n. They then select
a subsequence of these trees with geometrically increasing costs and concatenate them to get a

solution for the MLP. For the sake of intuition, let us assume throughout this section that the sets
of nodes spanned by these trees are nested, which turns out to be the worst case for the analysis.

Without loss of generality, the cost of the k-MST’s increases with k. The Blum et al. algorithm
buckets the trees according to their cost – for each integer `, it selects the most expensive tree with
cost in (2`, 2`+1]. It doubles each of the selected trees and shortcuts it to make a cycle rooted at r,

then traverses all of these cycles in order, shortcutting nodes it has already visited. Since the last
tree selected spans all the nodes, so does the resulting MLP tour. They compare the latency of the

kth node visited in the tour to the cost of the optimal k-MST. They upper bound the latency of
the kth node visited by the total cost of all the concatenated cycles up to and including the first

one that visits this node. They lose a factor of β because the trees are β-approximate k-MST’s, a
factor of 2 from the bucketing ratio, a factor of 2 from doubling the trees to get cycles, and a factor

of 2 from the geometric sum. This yields the approximation factor of 8β.

The GK improvement derives from two sources. First, it orients each of the concatenated cycles

in the direction that minimizes the total latency of the new nodes visited by that cycle. Second, it
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applies a random shift to the bucket breakpoints. Using buckets of ratio γ ≈ 3.59 instead of ratio

2, it achieves a performance guarantee of γβ.

Our algorithm departs from these previous ones in that we do not start off with approximate k-

MST’s for every value of k. Instead, we obtain (2− 1
n)-approximate ni-MST’s for some subsequence

1 = n1 < · · · < n` = n that is not under our control. Let di denote the cost of the tree spanning

i nodes and bi denote our lower bound on the optimal i-MST, for i = n1, . . . , n`. We derive
these trees using a Lagrangean relaxation technique, which allows us to guarantee that linearly
interpolating the bni

to the missing values of k yields valid lower bounds on the cost of the optimal

k-MST. We will obtain our MLP solution by concatenating some subset of these trees, as in Blum
et al. and GK.

The GK analysis uses the idea of modified latency. Roughly, one can think of the modified
latency of node v as the average latency of all the nodes first visited by the cycle in the concatenation

that first visits node v. The total modified latency is an upper bound on the latency of the MLP
tour we construct. The GK randomized bucketing procedure yields a solution whose expected total

modified latency is at most γ(d2 + · · ·+ dn) ≤ γβ(OPT2 + · · ·+ OPTn) ≤ γβOPT (where OPT
denotes the value of the optimal MLP tour, and OPTi denotes optimal i-MST value). Goemans

and Kleinberg also observe that one can use a shortest path computation to determine which
concatenation of trees minimizes the total modified latency. Since the minimum is no more than
the expectation, this yields a deterministic γβ-approximation algorithm. Whereas Goemans and

Kleinberg introduce the shortest path calculation merely to derandomize their algorithm, for us
the use of the shortest path computation is central to the analysis of our performance guarantee.

3 The algorithm

Here we precisely specify our MLP algorithm. We start by using our tree-generating algorithm of
Section 5 to produce some set of ` trees Tn1 , . . . , Tn`

rooted at r and spanning n1 < · · · < n` nodes

respectively, where n1 = 1 and n` = n. For i = n1, n2, . . . , n`, let di denote the cost of tree Ti.
Without loss of generality we assume di is increasing with i. Our tree-generating algorithm also

establishes lower bounds on OPTk , the cost of the optimal k-MST rooted at r, and hence on the
latency of the kth node visited in the optimal MLP tour, for k = 2, . . . , n. These lower bounds bk

satisfy the properties

1. bk ≤ OPTk for 1 ≤ k ≤ n;

2. dni
≤ 2bni

for 1 ≤ i ≤ `;

3. bk = bni−1 +
bni

−bni−1

ni−ni−1
(k − ni−1) for ni−1 ≤ k ≤ ni and i = 2, . . . , n.

That is, bk is the linear interpolation of bni−1 and bni
, and each Tni

is a 2-approximate ni-MST.

Now we use a shortest path calculation described below to select some subcollection of these
trees to concatenate. Denote the selected trees by Tj1 , . . . , Tjm , so j1, . . . , jm is the increasing

sequence of nodes they span. For each selected tree Ti, double all of the tree edges and traverse an
Eulerian tour starting at r, shortcutting nodes already visited, to obtain a cycle Ĉi. Now obtain
cycle Ci from Ĉi by shortcutting all nodes (except for r) that are visited by some Ĉk with k < i.

Let Si = Ci − r. Orient Ci in the direction that minimizes the total latency of the nodes in Si.
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To obtain our MLP solution, simply traverse each rooted, oriented cycle Cj1 , . . . , Cjm in order,

shortcutting the intermediate visits to the root between cycles. Let C = Cj1 , . . . , Cjm denote this
concatenated tour. Following Goemans and Kleinberg, we define the modified latency of the kth

node of C to be

πk = djp(k)
+ 2(djp(k)−1

+ · · ·+ dj1), (1)

where p(k) is the smallest index such that k ≤ jp(k). The motivation for this definition is that if
the sets of nodes spanned by Tj1 , . . . , Tjm are nested, then πk is an upper bound on the average
latency of the nodes first visited by cycle Cjp(k)

. Indeed, in Section 4, we repeat an argument of

Goemans and Kleinberg that in all cases π2 + · · ·+πn is an upper bound on the total latency of C.

It is now easy to describe the shortest path computation. We construct a graph G with nodes

n1, . . . , n`, and arcs i → k for each i < k. A path j1 → · · · → jm corresponds to selecting trees
Tj1 , . . . , Tjm. Thus, the cost on arc i → k is

(k − i)dk + 2(n − k)dk = 2dk

(

n −
i + k

2

)

, (2)

which corresponds to the contribution made to the total modified latency by traversing tree Tk

immediately after traversing Ti. This is because tree Tk contributes dk to the modified latencies of

the (k − i) new nodes it visits, and 2dk to each of the remaining (n − k) unvisited nodes. If the
shortest path from n1 to n` in this graph goes j1 → · · · → jm, then we select trees Tj1 , . . . , Tjm to
concatenate.

4 Analyzing the approximation ratio

The analysis of our algorithm proceeds in three steps. First we demonstrate that π2 + · · · + πn

really is an upper bound on the latency of the tour we construct. Next, we appeal to a result of

Goemans and Kleinberg that upper bounds the total modified latency of the tour given by the
shortest path computation, in the event that we have trees of all sizes, 2, . . . , n. Finally, we show

that if we were to run this shortest path computation with our real trees and some “phantom”
interpolated trees, the computation would never select any of the phantom trees. Therefore, we
achieve the same performance guarantee that GK would achieve if we actually did have access to

the phantom trees.

We begin by repeating an argument of Goemans and Kleinberg about π2 + · · ·+ πn.

Lemma 4.1 ([19]) The total latency of the MLP tour obtained by concatenating trees Tj1 , . . . , Tjm

(where j1 = 1, jm = n) is at most π2 + · · ·+ πn, where the πk are given by (1).

Proof: The following argument essentially says that the worst case for our analysis is when the
sets of nodes spanned by the selected trees Tj1 , . . . , Tjm are nested. Let us consider the latency of

the kth node we visit in C, where r is considered to be the first node, whose latency is zero. If
the kth node in C was encountered as part of cycle Cjp , then we can upper bound its latency by

the sum of the costs of cycles Cj1 , . . . , Cjp−1 plus the portion of cycle Cjp that is traversed prior to
reaching this node. Since we traverse cycle Cjp in the direction that minimizes the total latency

of the new nodes Sjp , the average contribution of this cycle to the latencies of the nodes in Sjp

is at most half the cost of the cycle. To see this, notice that for any node i ∈ Sjp , if we traverse

Cjp in one direction, it contributes some amount x to the latency of i, and if we traverse it in the
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other direction, it contributes cost(Cjp) − x, so on average it contributes cost(Cjp)/2. For each

i = j1, . . . , jm, the cost of Ci is clearly at most 2di. Therefore, the average latencies of the nodes
in Sjp is at most 2(dj1 + · · ·+ djp−1) + djp , so the total latency of C is at most

m
∑

p=1

|Sjp |(2(dj1 + · · ·+ djp−1) + djp). (3)

Since
∑

|Sjp | = n, we can view this as a weighted sum. Clearly, the worst case for this
analysis is when the sets of nodes spanned by the trees Tj1 , . . . , Tjm are nested, since this puts the

greatest weight on the larger terms in (3). In this worst case, our upper bound on the average
latency of the (jp−1 + 1)th through jth

p nodes in C becomes 2(dj1 + · · ·+ djp−1) + djp . Thus since

πk = djp(k)
+ 2(djp(k)−1

+ · · ·+ dj1), where p(k) is the smallest index such that k ≤ jp(k), our tour
has latency at most π2 + · · ·+ πn.

The advantage of the upper bound π2 + · · · + πn is that it depends only on the costs of the

selected trees and the number of nodes they span, not on their structure. We now state the main
theorem of the Goemans and Kleinberg paper.

Theorem 4.2 ([19]) Given d2, . . . , dn ≥ 0 and a graph G on nodes 1, . . . , n including all arcs

i → k for i < k, with arc lengths given by (2), then the shortest path in G from node 1 to node n
has length at most γ(d2 + · · ·+ dn), where γ ≈ 3.59 is the unique root of γ ln γ = γ + 1.

Recall that our tree-generating procedure of Section 5 returns trees of sizes n1, . . . , n` and costs
dn1 , . . . , dn`

. It also establishes lower bounds bk on the cost OPTk of the optimal k-MST, for every

k, and these bounds satisfy properties (1)-(3) from Section 3. Let us linearly interpolate the tree
costs dni

to the missing values of k. That is, set

dk = dni−1 +
dni

− dni−1

ni − ni−1
(k − ni−1) (4)

for ni−1 ≤ k ≤ ni and i = 2, . . . , n. Then clearly dk ≤ 2bk for all k. That is, if we actually had a

tree of cost dk spanning k nodes, it would be a 2-approximate k-MST. Since we don’t actually have
these trees, we will call them phantom trees. Now suppose we were to run the GK shortest path

computation using the full set of costs d2, . . . , dn, i.e. using both the real trees and the phantom
trees. Then by Theorem 4.2, the modified latency of the resulting solution would be at most

γ(d2 + · · ·+ dn) ≤ 2γ(b2 + · · ·+ bn)

≤ 2γ(OPT2 + · · ·+ OPTn)

≤ 2γOPT,

where OPT denotes the optimal MLP value. The difficulty is that the shortest path computation

might select one of the phantom trees, in which case we cannot actually construct the MLP tour.
Fortunately, this never occurs.

Theorem 4.3 In the shortest path computation described above, a shortest path never visits any
of the nodes corresponding to phantom trees.
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Proof: Suppose on the contrary that a shortest path visits i → j → k, where nlo < j < nhi and

nlo and nhi are two consecutive sizes of actual trees in our collection. Treating j as a variable now,
we show that we can obtain a strictly shorter path by setting j to either max(i, nlo) or min(k, nhi),

arriving at a contradiction. Set λ = (dnhi
−dnlo

)/(nhi−nlo) > 0. By definition, dj = dnlo
+λ(j−nlo).

By definition of the arc lengths, the subpath from i → j → k costs

(

n −
i + j

2

)

2dj +

(

n −
j + k

2

)

2dk =

(

n −
i + j

2

)

2(dnlo
+ λ(j − nlo)) +

(

n −
j + k

2

)

2dk. (5)

This cost is valid for max(i, nlo) ≤ j ≤ min(k, nhi) and is a quadratic function of j, where the
coefficient on the j2 term is −λ. Thus, the cost is strictly concave in j, so it attains a strict

minimum at one of the endpoints max(i, nlo) or min(k, nhi). In the case that the minimum is
attained at i or k, we can eliminate the self-loop i → i or k → k to further reduce the path length.

This is a contradiction, because we already started with a shortest path.

Since a shortest path in the graph with the phantom trees included never actually uses any of
the phantom trees, we might as well run the shortest path computation using just the actual trees,

as in the algorithm description of Section 3. Putting Theorem 4.3 together with the discussion
preceeding it yields our main result.

Theorem 4.4 The algorithm described in Section 3 yields an MLP tour of cost at most 2γOPT ,

where γ ≈ 3.59 is the unique root of γ ln γ = γ + 1.

5 The tree-finding algorithm and analysis

In this section, we give the algorithm for finding the set of trees Tn1 , Tn2, . . . , Tn`
including a

root node r and spanning 1 = n1 < n2 < · · · < n` = n nodes. Denote the cost of the trees by
dn1 , . . . , dn`

. We also compute a set of n lower bounds b1, . . . , bn. For simplicity, we denote the

cost of an optimal k-MST as OPTk. We need to find a set of trees and lower bounds such that the
following three properties hold:

1. bk ≤ OPTk for all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n;

2. dni
≤ 2bni

;

3. bk = bni−1 +
bni

−bni−1

ni−ni−1
(k − ni−1) for ni−1 ≤ k ≤ ni and i = 2, . . . , n,

as promised in Section 3.

The basic idea is as follows. To obtain trees, we apply a primal-dual algorithm that is parame-

terized by λ; more precisely, we apply the 2-approximation algorithm of Goemans and Williamson
[20] for the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem, where all penalties are set to λ. The algorithm

returns a tree T and a lower bound b such that cost(T ) ≤ (2 − 1
n−1)b, and b ≤ OPT|T |. For

k = 1, . . . , n, we perform a binary search on the value of λ, seeking a tree returned by the algo-

rithm with exactly k nodes. If we succeed, we add the tree and the lower bound to our collection.
If we do not succeed, in the end we have two trees Tlo and Thi and two bounds blo and bhi with
|Tlo| < k and |Thi| > k for two values of λ sufficiently close. We add both trees and bounds to our

collection. We show that for close enough values of λ, an interpolation of blo and bhi gives a lower
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bound bk on the value of a tree containing k nodes. At the end of the procedure, we pick a subset

of trees found so that all three desired properties hold.

We begin by explaining the pieces of the algorithm that we will need. We model the k-MST

problem as the following integer program:

Min
∑

e∈E

cexe

subject to:
∑

e∈δ(S)

xe +
∑

T :T⊇S

zT ≥ 1 ∀S ⊆ V \ {r}

∑

S:S⊆V \{r}

|S|zS ≤ n − k

xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E

zS ∈ {0, 1} ∀S ⊆ V \ {r},

where δ(S) is the set of edges with exactly one endpoint in S. The variable xe = 1 indicates that
the edge e is in the tree, while zS = 1 indicates that the set of nodes S is not spanned. The first set

of constraints says that for any set S of nodes not containing the root, either they are contained
in the unspanned set, or there is a selected edge in δ(S). The second constraint says that at most

n − k nodes are unspanned.

Following [11], we can convert this to something close to a prize-collecting Steiner tree problem

by applying Lagrangean relaxation to the second constraint:

Min
∑

e∈E

cexe + λ





∑

S:S⊆V \{r}

|S|zS − (n − k)





subject to:
∑

e∈δ(S)

xe +
∑

T :T⊇S

zT ≥ 1 ∀S ⊆ V \ {r}

xe ∈ {0, 1} ∀e ∈ E

zS ∈ {0, 1} ∀S ⊆ V \ {r}.

Note that any solution feasible for the previous integer program will be feasible for this one at no

greater cost for λ ≥ 0. Recall the definition of the prize-collecting Steiner tree problem: we are
given an undirected graph G = (V, E), a root node r ∈ V , non-negative costs on the edges ce ≥ 0

for all e ∈ E, and non-negative penalties pi for i ∈ V, i 6= r. The goal is to find a tree spanning
the root node so as to minimize the cost of the edges in the tree plus the penalties of the nodes

not in the tree. Here we set all penalties pi = λ. Observe that the integer program above exactly
models this problem for pi = λ, except that the objective function has an additional constant term

of −(n − k)λ.

Goemans and Williamson [20] give a primal-dual 2-approximation algorithm for the prize-
collecting Steiner tree problem. Their algorithm returns a tree spanning the root node, and a

solution to the dual of a linear programming relaxation of the prize-collecting Steiner tree prob-
lem. The dual solution is feasible for the dual of the linear programming relaxation of the integer
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program above; in particular, this dual is:

Max
∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − (n − k)λ

subject to:
∑

S:e∈δ(S)

yS ≤ ce ∀e ∈ E

(D)
∑

T :T⊆S

yT ≤ |S|λ ∀S ⊆ V \ {r}

yS ≥ 0 ∀S ⊆ V \ {r}.

We will abbreviate their algorithm as PCST. In particular, they show the following.

Theorem 5.1 ([20]) PCST returns a tree T and a dual solution y feasible for (D) such that if X

is the set of nodes not spanned by T , then

∑

e∈T

ce +

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

λ|X | ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS .

Lemma 5.2 If the tree T returned by PCST contains k nodes, then

b̃k :=
∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − (n − k)λ ≤ OPTk,

and the cost of T is no more than
(

2 − 1
n−1

)

b̃k.

Proof: Note that if y is a feasible dual solution to (D), then since
∑

S⊆V \{r} yS − (n − k)λ
is the dual objective function of (D), it is a lower bound on the cost of an optimal k-MST. By

Theorem 5.1, if PCST returns tree T and X is the set of n − k nodes not spanned by T , then

∑

e∈T

ce +

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

λ(n − k) ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS ,

which implies that

∑

e∈T

ce ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)





∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − (n − k)λ



 ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

OPTk .

We further need the following observation, which relies on the workings of the PCST algorithm.

Observation 5.3 If we call PCST with λ = 0, it will return a tree containing only the root node.

If we call PCST with λ = cmax, where cmax is the maximum edge cost, it will return a tree with n
nodes.

As suggested above, we now perform the following algorithm. For each value of k, we call a k-
MST subroutine. This subroutine performs binary search on the value of λ, looking for a value of λ
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such that PCST returns exactly k nodes. If we find such a tree, we return it and the corresponding

dual lower bound b̃k equal to the value of the objective function of (D) for the dual solution returned
by PCST. If we do not find such a tree, we continue the binary search until λhi − λlo is no more

than cmin/n(4n − 5), where cmin is the cost of the cheapest edge adjacent to the root. We then
return the two trees Tlo and Thi, and the two lower bounds b̃lo and b̃hi. Note that we can assume

that cmin > 0 since otherwise we can take the connected component of zero cost edges containing
the root node, visit all the nodes in the component first as part of our latency tour, and return
to the root. We can then discard these nodes from consideration in building the rest of the tour,

since they add no latency to the rest of the tour. Observe that for each value of k, we call PCST
O(log ncmax

cmin
) times, for a total of O(n log ncmax

cmin
) invocations. At the end of the section we discuss

how this can be reduced to O(n logn) PCST invocations.

For technical reasons, we will actually scale the values of the lower bounds down by a factor of

1 − 1
4(n−1) before returning them. Let b denote the scaled value of b̃; that is, b =

(

1 − 1
4(n−1)

)

b̃.

We state below that in the case that the k-MST routine returns two trees, then interpolating the
scaled bounds blo and bhi appropriately gives a lower bound bk on the value of an optimal k-MST.

The proof is deferred for a moment. For two trees Tlo and Thi returned by the algorithm such that
|Tlo| < k and |Thi| > k, let αlo, αhi ≥ 0 be such that αlo + αhi = 1 and αlo|Tlo| + αhi|Thi| = k.

Lemma 5.4 Let Tlo, Thi be trees returned by PCST when all penalties are set to λlo and λhi

respectively, with |Tlo| < k and |Thi| > k, and λhi − λlo ≤ cmin/n(4n − 5). Express k as a convex
combination k = αlo|Tlo| + αhi|Thi|, where αlo + αhi = 1. If we set bk = αloblo + αhibhi, then

bk ≤ OPTk.

At the end of the process we will have a set of trees T and their associated lower bounds b. For

a tree Tk of cost dk, and its associated lower bound bk, Lemma 5.2 gives

dk ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

b̃k =
2 − 1

n−1

1 − 1
4(n−1)

bk ≤ 2bk, (6)

so we satisfy Property (2). Whatever collection of trees we select, we will linearly interpolate the
bounds bni

so that Property (3) holds by definition. Thus, to enforce Property (1) we must figure

out which trees to keep so that the interpolated bounds bk are valid lower bounds on OPTk .

To enforce Property (1), we keep only a subset of the trees, removing every Tk such that its

corresponding bound bk is greater than the linear interpolation of any pair of other bounds in the
set. This is equivalent to keeping only the trees corresponding to the lower envelope of bounds
plotted with the size of the tree on the x axis and the value of the bound on the y axis. We denote

our final set of trees by Tn1 , . . . , Tn`
, where n1 = 1 < n2 < · · · < n` = n, and tree Tni

spans ni

nodes, costs dni
, and has an associated bound bni

. For k such that ni−1 < k < ni, we set bk to be

the appropriate interpolation of bni−1 and bni
. We now show that this satisfies Property (1), which

should be clear from Figure 1. Note that the running time for computing this lower envelope is

dominated by the PCST calls.

Lemma 5.5 For all k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, bk ≤ OPTk.

Proof: For the set of trees prior to pruning it is the case that for every k, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, either there is

a tree of size k in the set or, by Lemma 5.4, there are two trees T ′ and T ′′, with |T ′| < k and |T ′′| > k,
such that there exist α′, α′′ ≥ 0 with α′ + α′′ = 1, α′|T ′| + α′′|T ′′| = k, and α′b′ + α′′b′′ ≤ OPTk.

After taking the lower envelope, we claim it is clear that the appropriate interpolation of bni−1 and
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0

n1=1 n2 n3 n4=n

nodes spanned (k)

lower

bound

on OPTk

throw away

these trees

Figure 1: Each dot represents a (size of tree,lower bound) pair returned by PCST, and the solid
lines are the interpolated lower bounds from Lemma 5.4. The lower envelope (dotted line) is still
clearly a valid lower bound at each point, since it is below the solid lines. We keep only the trees

whose dots are on the lower envelope.

bni
is a lower bound on OPTk, for k such that ni−1 < k < ni. This follows since the lower bound

on OPTk is a convex combination of one or two bounds in the initial set; once we take the lower
envelope, the appropriate interpolation of bni−1 and bni

can be no greater.

We now complete the proof of Lemma 5.4.

Proof of Lemma 5.4: Let klo = |Tlo| and khi = |Thi|. Let ylo and yhi be the dual solutions
returned by PCST for penalty value λlo and λhi respectively. Letting y = αloy

lo + αhiy
hi and

δ = (1− 1
4(n−1)), observe that

bk = αloblo + αhibhi

= δ
(

αlob̃lo + αhib̃hi

)

= δ



αlo





∑

S⊆V \{r}

ylo
S − (n − klo)λlo



 + αhi





∑

S⊆V \{r}

yhi
S − (n − khi)λhi









= δ





∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − αlo(n − klo)(λhi + λlo − λhi) − αhi(n − khi)λhi





≤ δ





∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − (n − k)λhi + αlo(n − klo)
cmin

n(4n − 5)





≤

(

1 −
1

4(n− 1)

)





∑

S⊆V \{r}

yS − (n − k)λhi



 +
1

4(n − 1)
cmin

≤ OPTk.

The last inequality holds because (y, λhi) is feasible for (D) by the convexity of the feasible
region, and thus both

∑

S⊆V \{r} yS − (n − k)λhi and cmin are lower bounds on the cost of an

optimal k-MST.
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We now use a little bit of slack built into our calculations to reduce the number of PCST calls

from O(n log ncmax
cmin

) to O(n logn) and maintain a performance guarantee of 2γ ≈ 7.18. We observe
that the n-MST will always be selected in the lower envelope calculation. By (6) we in fact know

that

dn ≤

(

2 −
1

n − 1

)

b̃n =
2 − 1

n−1

1 − 1
4(n−1)

bn =

(

2 −
2

4n − 5

)

bn ≤

(

2 −
2

4n − 5

)

OPTn.

Therefore, the latency of the tour constructed is in fact no more than 2γOPT − 2γ
4n−5OPTn. We

use this bit of slack to reduce the number of PCST calls as follows. We look at the connected
component of edges of cost at most cmax/4n3 that includes the root, and we visit all of the nodes

of this component first at the beginning of our tour and return to the root. We then disregard
these nodes as we construct the rest of our tour. For the remaining instance cmin ≥ cmax/4n3, and

this adds cost at most cmax/2n to the total latency of the tour, since edge costs obey the triangle
inequality. But cmax ≤ OPTn, so this adds an additional 1

2n
OPTn to the tour cost, which can be

absorbed by the − 2γ
4n−5OPTn term.

6 Concluding remarks

We showed how to use the tree concatenation technique of Blum et al. as refined by Goemans
and Kleinberg to construct a 7.18-approximation algorithm for the MLP, while having access to

2-approximate k-MST’s for only a few values of k that we cannot specify in advance. The 7.18 = 2γ
guarantee comes from two sources. The 2 comes from our k-MST’s being 2-approximate, while the

γ comes from the tree concatenation procedure. Both of these pieces represent significant barriers
to further improvement.

All known constant factor approximation algorithms for the k-MST problem rely explicitly

or implicitly on the LP relaxation we used for the PCST problem. Since this relaxation has an
integrality gap of essentially 2, it seems that achieving a β-approximation algorithm for k-MST for

a constant β < 2 will require a significantly different approach.

The factor of γ ≈ 3.59 from the tree concatenation is also inherent in any analysis that blindly

concatenates trees and upper bounds the latency by the sum of modified latencies. This is because
Goemans and Kleinberg prove that Theorem 4.2 is tight; that is, the costs d2, . . . , dn can be selected

such that the ratio of shortest path length in the graph G to d2 + · · ·+ dn is arbitrarily close to γ.
Thus, in order to attain a provably better latency, one would need to either have some knowledge

of the costs di, or pay attention to the actual structure of the trees being concatenated.

One direction for future work would be to consider LP relaxations that address the MLP
objective function directly, rather than using k-MST for our lower bounds. Perhaps the most

attractive special case to look at is the case where the underlying metric is given by a tree. Since k-
MST can be solved optimally on trees, the GK algorithm can be used to obtain a 3.59-approximation

for this special case. At present, this is the best result known.
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